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Motivation and Objectives
Kazakhstan has achieved Very High Human development according to HDI.
According to Gender Development Index, Kazakhstan is in Group 1.
Kazakhstan is among top 15 producers of primary energy
Extractive industries account for 30% of Kazakhstan’s GDP
Petroleum sector accounts of 30% of government revenue and 50% of exports.
1. To what extent have women benefited from employment opportunities in Kazakhstan’s
energy sector?
2. Do female and male earnings in the energy sector differ?
3. What does gender diversity of the energy sector imply for its transition?

Energy profile and emissions
#9 exporter of oil

#9 producer and exporter of coal
Electricity generation:
Coal – 70%
Natural gas – 20%
Hydropower – 10%
Wind & solar <1%

CO2 emissions (2018) global ranking:
#14 per capita basis
#9 per unit of GDP

Challenges of decarbonization
2009 Kyoto protocol ratified
2013 Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)
2015 Paris Agreement commitments: by 2030 15%
reduction of 1990 GHGs

2019: Kyoto protocol compliance issues raised by
UNFCCC
2020 Carbon Neutrality Policy

ban on new coal-fired generation
double the share of renewables by 2030
phase out coal generation by 2050

Diversity of workforce is conducive for creativity.
Female leaders are more supportive of management that embraces
sustainability.

transport electrification

Gender development evidence
KAZAKHSTAN

INDUSTRIALIZED ECONOMIES

GLOBAL ENERGY SECTOR

Female work participation is 60%, similar to

Rise of services, decline in manufacturing

Female representation: 22% in oil-and gas

OECD average

Female-male earnings ratio: 60% (1960-70s)

and 32% in renewables vs. 48% across all

2016: Family and Gender Policy

=> 80% (2010)

sectors.

2020: elimination of list of jobs prohibited for

Reasons: human capital (education, work

women

experience).

Senior managers: 10% in oil-and-gas vs.

Females in public and informal sector jobs

Others: race, region, occupation, industry.

33% across all sectors

Gender roles: parental & child care leave =>

Gender diversity initiatives.

Female earnings are 67% of men’s earnings
Women share in student body:

work interruptions and impact on productivity

Around 50% overall

Psychological attributes / stereotypes:

30% in energy related university programs

aversion to risk, competition, bargaining =>

20-25% in oil-gas/chemical vocational programs

low female representation in higher-level jobs

15-20% in geology/mining vocational programs

Limited gender diversity energy sector’s
ability to meet multiple challenges,
especially those related to climate change.

Three energy industries

Output value, employment, salaries

Materials and Methods
Analysis of employment
Kazakhstan Labor Force Survey (approx. 200,000 individuals, NACE rev. 2)
2010, 2014, 2018, 2020
8 groups of occupations

Analysis of earnings
“Average monthly salaries” annual publication of Ministry of Economy
2010, 2014, 2017, 2021
Salaries by type of occupations
Data analysis of earnings within occupations (for each year)
female-male earnings ratio=100*average monthly salary of women/average monthly salary of men

(1)

Data analysis of earnings across occupations (for each year)
log (average monthly salary of women) = constant + beta*log (average monthly salary of men) + error (2)
1. Null hypothesis: beta ≥ 1
2. Null hypothesis: beta(t) ≥ beta(t-1)

Analysis of female employment

Women are concentrated in unskilled and auxiliary jobs. Overall
share is falling.

Analysis of female-male earnings
ratios (within occupations)

Note: % occupations held by women went
down in 2021 by 40-60%.

Analysis of female-male earnings ratios (across occupations)

Discussion, Conclusion, Recommendations
Diverse labor force is required to solve challenges of Kazakhstan’s energy sector.
However,
• Women are concentrated in un-skilled and non-core (low-paying occupations).
• Women’s employment share fell during the pandemic.
• Within occupations earnings ratio is close to one.
• Across occupations, women’s skill premium is less than that of men.
Implications:
• High earnings in the energy sector accumulate to mostly men.
• Coal phase-out: re-employment of coal miners is facilitated by technical skills.
• Falling female representation among managers and engineers makes looking for
solutions and prioritizing sustainability more challenging.

Recommendations:
• Gender diversity discussion and mainstreaming.
• STEM education for women and girls.
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